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PIBPACB 

This document is a reference manual for the OASIS SCRIPT word processing languageo 
Prior knowledge in the use of the OASIS EDIT program and the EXEC processor 1s 
assumed. 

This manual, named SCRIPT 1 like all OASIS documentation manuals, has the manual 
name and revision number ( f applicable) in the lower, inside corner of each page 
of the body of the manualo In most chapters of the manual the last primary subject 
being discussed on a page will be identified in the lower outside corner of the 
page. 

lelated Docuaentatlon 

The following publication pr~vides additional information required in the use . of 
the OASIS SCRIPT language: 

OASIS SJ'&t8a 1.~.rel1C8 Mamlal 

OASIS Text EdItor I.~.renc. Manual 

OASU BIBC Lailguage le~erenc. Manual 
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DftODUCUOli 

The OASIS Script processor is a powerful documentation processing system. The 
processor was not designed for general word processi~ applications but was 
designed for documentation and manual generation. (All of the OASIS documentation 
is generated and maintained via this Script processor.) However the Script 
processor can be used for many word' processing-applications. 

The general features of the processor include ~rovisions for creating and 

~tl~;a~~i~~: P~~ag~:~gir~akn~:f!on:oO~!~f:~l!i~:f{i~n~drr~gtr~~~~in~~st~~~a1ti~~ii 
page ejection, variable line and paragraph spacing text input from oonsole while 
processing, access -to system date and time! Table or Contents

l 
columnar tabulation, 

underscored and/or boldface printing, eft/right page al gnment" interface to 
external data file, etc. 

1.1 CreatiDg A Script Text P1le 

TO,create text and commands for the Script program to process you must create a 
file. This file can be created by various OASIS system prosrams or language 
processors: BASIC, MACR0.z. EDIT! TEXTEDIT, etc~ Generally the easl.est method is oy 
using the EDIT program. ~he fi e created must be sequential in format. 

The Script file may have any non-reserved file name and type and may reside on any 
disk drive (or multiple disk drives if the file is segmented). , 

Script files contain records each record containing text or a-Script command. A 
Script command record must start with the period character (.) and may only consist 
of the command word and parameters required by that command (do not mix text with 
the command record unless specified by a parameter of the command). Script 
commands are discussed in detail in the following chapter. Script text may not 
contain any Script commands but may contain embedded command, characters. Script 
command characters are discussed in detail in the chapter "SpeCial Characters"-. 

- -

Script text files may be segmented into several files and linked together for 
Script processing by using the ~cript LINK command. 

"Boiler-plate" type documents (adocument formed by piecing together sections 
several doc~ments) may be generated by using the COpy command. 

1.2 Invokins the Script Processor 

of 

After a Script file is created you must use the CSI SCRIPT command to process the 
file and generate the output document. The format of the SCRIPT command is: 

SCBIPT (1"11e-naae> [<1"11e-t7pe>] [ (option ••• [) ]] 

Where: 

file-name Indicates the file name of the file to be processed. 

file-type Indicates the file type. This field is optional and, when not 
specified 1 the file type of "SCRIPT"'is used. The file type used for 
-the firs~ file is the default file type for all ,subsequent LINK 
commands. 

SCBIPr Opt'iODS 

The options available in the SCRIPT comma~d include the following: 

TYPE Indicates that the document generated is to be output to the console 
output device. This is a default option. 

liAIT Indicates that 'after a full page of text is prin~ed the SCRIPT 
program is to pause allowing the operator to insert a new page in 
the printer, etc. This option has no effect when the option FILE is 
used. ' , 

liORK=<fd) Indicates that the disk to be used for working storage is the disk 
currently mounted in the drive <fd). When this option is not 
specified the system "s" disk will be used. 

PRINT[n] Indicates that the document generated is to be output to the primary 
printer or PRINTERn. 

CPI nn Indicates that the printer has been set to nn characters per inch. 

SCRIPT Rev B - 1 -
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REPEAT 

l.ILE 

ll.PPER 

nn [nn] 

This option is only necessary for letter quality printers •. The. 
default setting for CPI is 10. 

nn Indicates that the report is to be produced nn times. This option 
should 'not be used when an external data file is used in the ,text 
output. The default REPEAT count is 1. 

,Indicates that the document generated is to be output to the file 
ASSIGNed to channel 2. (See "ASSIGN COMMAND" chapter in the OASIS 
System Reference Manual.) To insure the proper document size and page 
numbering you should specify all of the document parameters with the 
SIZE command. 

Indicates that all alphabetiC characters output to the document are 
to be translated to their upper case equivalentso This option is 
normally used only when the output device does not have a lower case 
character set and is not capable of performing the translation 
itself. . 

Indicates the from and to range of the printout. The first number 
indicates the page number of the first page to be printedl the second 
number indicates the page number of the last page to De printed. 
When this option is not used the entire report will be printed. 

When the Script processor is first. invoked the following values are initialized: 

Cassmode 
Fillmode 
Justify 
Paraskip 
Spacing 
Size 

Page 

Mixed (M) 
On 
On 
1 
1 
1,80,1,60 (Reset to device parameters if option FILE 
not specified) 
1 

As noted above, when the output from the Script processor is to go to a disk file L the file to be used must be previously assigned (see "ASSIGN COMMAND" 1n the OASI~ 
System Reference Manual) to channel 2. 

If the text to be processed contains one or more READ commands the data file to be 
used must be prev~~usly assigned· to channel 3. 

The OASIS Script processor is a virtual processing language. This means that the 
Script processor can process a text file that requires more space than is a 
vailable in the main memory. The Script processor uses the random access mass 
storage memory (disk) as an-extension of it memory. 

The OASIS Script processor is also an optional two pass processor. When two pass 
processing is specified (see TITLE and CONTENTS commands in following chapter) the 
Script processor reads and processes the entire text file in the first pass without 
creating an output document but creating a temporary work file containing the 
information necessary to create a Table of Contents. During the second pass the 
text file is reprocessed and the Table of Contents is included, when specified. 

When the output is directed to a printer or a disk file (options PRINT or FILE) the 
Script processor will display on the screen the page number being processed and any 
LINK commands encountereo. This facilitates your monitoring tne progress of the 
text generation. ' 

1.3 Uaing IIf.etter Quallty- Printers 

Some of the features provided by the Script processor are available only when the 
output device is a letter quality printer. A letter quality printer is a printer 
that is capable of character backspace and 1/120" horizontal motion control. These 
features are used to.produce boldface print and underscoring. 

This version of the SCRIPT command has the ability to recognize four different 
letter quality printer types. These four printers are defined below. To inform 
SCRIPT which printer is currently being used the terminal class code option must be 
used when the printer is attached. (See "ATTACH Command" in the OASIS System 
Reference Manual.) 

Qume Sprint 5: Specify C16 when the printer is attached. 

Diable/Xerox printers: Specify C17 when the printer is attached. This class code 
will allow SCRIPT to interface to the following printer models: 630, 1610, 1620, 
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and 1650. If the model 1650 is used you must use the printer's keyboard to set top 
and bottom margins. . 

DTC 302: Specify C18 when the printer is attached. 

Nippon Electric Corpo'ration (NEC): Specify C19 when fhe printer is attached. This 
class code will allow SCRIPT to interface to the following printer models: 5510, 
5520, and 5530. 

When the printer is attached using one of the class code numbers above the message 
"File SYSTEM.CLASSnn not found" will be displayed. This is not an error messagel 
SCRIPT does not use the class code driver like a console might, it only uses the 
class code number to determine the proper coding to be used during output. 

SCBIPr Bev B - 3 -
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The Script processor has many commands to assist in the formatting of the output. 
document. The syntax and operation of each of these commands is- described in this 
chapter. 'All Script commands are lines by themselves and the first character of a 
command line must be a periodo The command words may be in-upper or lower case. ' 

Lines of text may not begin with a period character. 

2. 1 Page.llisD Co--ancl 

The ALIGN command allows lOU to perform condition blank page eject to align a page 
to a "left" or "right" sided pageo A left sided page is an even numbered page; a 
right sided page is an odd numbered page. The format of the command is: ' 

eJL.IGII <B IL) [ (text)] . 

Where: 

R Indicates that the current page is to be aligned to a right sided 
page. 

L Indicates that the current page is to be aligned to a le~t sided 
page .. 

text Specifies the test to be displayed on the blank page if an extra page 
has to be ejected to align to the proper side. When (text) is not 
specified the defaul~ message of "(This page intentionally left 
blank)" 1s used. ' -, 

The ALIGN command is generally used before the start of a new chapter or appendix 
to cause it to be printed on a right (odd numbered) sided page. The OASIS manuals 
use this command· in that way because, when the output is reproduced with double 
sided copying, the chapters will always start on the right page of a manual which 
is easier for the user to index to. 

For an example of the effect of this command you will have to search through the 
OASIS manuals looking for the blank pages with the page centered default text. 
Since this is a conditional eject it is unknown whether a page will be ejected when 
the text is being edited. 

2.2 AppeDdu eo-and 

The APPENDIX command informs the Script processor that a new ap~endix is to be 
started and the title of that appendix. The format ,of the command 1S: 

.~IX (level) (title) 

Where: 

level Indicates the appendix number. 'This field is only included in the 
syntax to be· consistent with .the SECTION command. The character or 
characters in this position are ignored by the Script processor (but 
it must be present). You may use the actual letter code of the 
appendix or a dummy such as a plus sign (+). It is advised that you 
use the dummy character. If modifications to your script files are 
made the letter code of the a~pendix may change, thus causi~ you to 
change your APPENDIX commands 1f letter codes are used in this fieldo 

. The level field must be preceded and followed by a space. 

title Indicates the title of the appendix. This text is always folded to 
upper case by the Script processor before being saved. 

When the APPENDIX command is encountered by the Script processor the appendix 
letter code, title, and beginning,page number are saved for inclusion in the Table 
of Contents. (This occurs during pass zero.) 

When the Script output is to a letter quality printer the appendix heading is 
always printed in boldface. 

In addition the following actions are taken: 

1. The current appendix letter is incremented by one. If this is the 
first appendix in the document then the current appendix letter is an 
"A". 
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2. The title of the appendix is folded to upper case and ·the @S var~able 
is as signed the value "APPENDIX "plus the appendix letter code 
followed by a colon, space, p~us the title of the appendix. . 

/ 

30 A page eject is output to the document. 

4. The appendix heading is output to the document. The appendix heading 
consists of two lines centered on the document page. The first line 
is the word "APPENDIi" followed by the letter code. The second line 
is the appendix title. 

5. Left and right margins are reset to the .SIZE parameterse 

6. The indent value is reset to zero. 

7. Fill mode is set on. 

2.3 Break ec-and 

The BREAK command is a convenience command since its function is always performed 
whenever the commands: ALIGNL APPENDIXL CENTER, CHAPTER, CONTENTSL EJECTL FILL, 
FOOT' ·HEAD, INDENT, LFOOTINli LHEADINli, LINE, LMARGIN NOFILL, .rAGE, Pl(EFACE 
RFOOTING, RHEADING, RMARGIN SECTION, and SKIP. The BREAK command causes the text 
in the current line buffer to be printed unjustified and the new sentence flag is 
set. The format of the command is: . 

..Il1EB 
The only known usage of this command would be in the situation where a paragraph 
break is desired withou~.paragraph spacing being performed. 

2._ Case COPeaad 

The CASE command informs the Script processor whether to translate characters 
before output. The format of the command is: 

.a.ss UlLIN 

Where: 

U Indicates that characters are to be folded to their upper case 
equivalents. Embedded case mode command characters will be ignored 
in this casemode. (See section on Special Characters.) 

L Indicates that characters are to be folded to their lower case 
equivalents. Embedded command characters may override this casemode. 
(See section on srecial Characters.) The first word of sentences will 
be capitalized. The first word of a sentence is the first word of a 
paragraph or the first word following a .. ' space which followed any of 
these characters: period l question mark, exclamation mark.) This 
casemode is useful when ~he editing terminal only has an uppercase 
character seto 

M Indicates' that mixed casemode is to be set. In this casemode 
characters are not modified by the Script processor. Embedded 
casemode commands have no effect on the output document (except in 
the HEADING, FOOTING, and CENTER commands). 

When the Script processor is first invoked the casemode is set to mixed (M). 

If the global casemode UPPER option was specified in the CSI SCRIPT command the 
CASE command will have no effect, nor will any embedded casemode commands. 

2.5 Center Co-mncl 

The CENTER command specifies that some text is to be centered on the document pageo 
The format of. the command is: 

Where: 

text 

.~rBl <text> 

Indicates. the string of characters to'be centered and may include 
leading and/or trailing blanks. This text must be less than 255 
characters in length. All of the embedded commands described in the 
chapter "Special Characters" may be used, except for the-embedded 
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line feed. 

When the Script processor computes the center of the document page the left and 
right parameters specified in any LMARGIN and RMARGIN commands are used, not the 
SIZE command parameters (unless there are rio LMARGIN and RMARGIN commands in 
effect). 

The CENTER command causes a paragraph break before and after the centered text .. ' 
The spacing between paragraphs is determined by the PARASKIP command. 

2.6 Chapter C~eJMI 

The CHAPTER command indicates to the Script processor that a new chapter is to be 
started. The format of the command is: ' 

• .CJllPDB (leyel> (UtIe> 

The CHAPTER command operates identical to the APPENDIX command except that chapter 
levels are numeric, starting with one, and the word "CHAPTER" is used, not 
"APPENDIX". 

2.7 Contents Co-and 

The CONTENTS command specifies that a Table of Contents is to be generated and 
output at this position. The format of the command is: 

.gJlTBIts 

When the CONTENTS command is used you must use the TITLE command also and the TITLE 
command must be specified prior to the CONTENTS command. (It is the TITLE command 
that causes the Script processor to make a preliminary first pass of the files, 
gathering content information.) 

The format of the Table of Contents generated by this command is exemplified by the 
Table of Contents at the beginning of this manual.. Lower case Roman numeral page 
numbers are used (unless the global UPPER option is in effect) •. 

2.8 rUe Co", Cri--ancl 

The COPY command allows you to copy another Script text file into the text being 
generated.' The format of the commana is: 

.~ (file Da8> [<tile type>] 

When the Script processor encounters a COPY command the file, specified by the file 
name and type, is searched for on all of the attached disks.' When the file is 
found the scripting process continues with the first record in that file and 
proceeds until the end of the "copied" file is encountered or an END command is 
encountered. 

Either of these conditions will cause the "copied" file to be closed and the 
processing continues with the primary file (the text file containing the COpy 
command tnat was processed). 

A tile that is used as a "copied" file may not contain a COpy command. 

2.9 Set Character Pitch Coe-and 

The CPI command allows you to specify the character pitch (number of characters per 
inch) that the printer is to be set to tor suosequent text. This comand is only 
operative when the output device is a letter quality printer specified by the class 
code of the attachment of the printer (see "ATTACH Command" in the OASIS System 
Reference Manual). The format of the command is: . 

Where: 

value 

• -'U (yalue> 

Specifies the number of characters per inch that subsequent characters are 
to be printed at. This value would normally be a 10 {pica) or 12 (elite) 
but may be any reasonable value. 

The value specified is divided into 120 (the number of increments in an inch for 
letter quality printers). The result will be rounded down to the nearest integer 
which is used to instruct the printer how much space each character is to take. 
For example, a CPI setting of 12 will cause the printer to take 10/120 of an inch 
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for each character; a CPI setting of 9 will cause the printer to take 13/120 of an 
inch for each character. Note that the second example does not come out .to exactly 
9 characters per inch due to rounding. -

2.10 Pase Bject Co--end 

The/EJECT ~command indicates that a new page is to be started by the Script 
processor. The format of the command is: 

.,IJICT 

The EJECT command does not actually cause a page eject to occur immediately. It 
does specify that the next text output to the document 1s to cause a page eject 
before being output. This means that two EJECT commands in a row will not cause 
two page ejects. To perform multiple page ejects IOU will have to have some text 
between the EJECT commands (blank lines in NOFILL mode, if necessary). 

2.11 Bad or rext Cc==ancl 

The END command is a convenience command since its function is to specify that the 
there are no more commands or text records to be processed. This can be 
accomplished by and end of file without a LINK command. However, it is always a 
good practice to use the END command because it is a graphic indicator that it was 
intented to be the end of the text. The format of the command is: 

.• .IIIm 

2. 12 Line Flll Cc==ancl 

The FILL command specifies that the lines output to the document are to be filled 
with words from following lines of text until no more words will fit on the output 
line.- The NOFILL command specifies that the lines output to the document are~ to 
have the same words and spacing as the input lines. The format of the commands is: 

.llLL 
• .Gl.ILL 

The fillmode is set to fill when the Script processor is first invoked. The FILL 
command does not affect the current status of the justify modeL however, the NOFILL 
command disables the justify mode (temporarily set to NOJU~TIFY - reenabled by 
FILL). 

The FILL and NOFILL commands do not cause paragraph breaks. 

When the fillmode is set to NOFILL any input lines of text are truncated at the 
current right margin column number. This provides an easy means of printing a line 
of characters without concern for the current value of the right margin. 

2. 13 Pase Foot:1Dg eo--encl 

The FOOTING command informs the Script processor that a page footing is to be 
established and what the foot'1ng is to contain. The format of the command is: 

.lQOTDG (text) 

The FOOTING command resets both the LFOOTING text and the RFOOTING text. 

The FOOTING command does not cause a page eject but it does change the footing of 
the current page. All of the allowed embedded commands described in the chapter 
"Special Characters" may be used in the text. The maximum length of the resulting 
text is 255. . 

When the TITLE and CONTENTS commands are used ·a default FOOTING is set to the 
following: 

.FOOTING &@,- @P -& 
This causes the current page number to be printed at the bottom of each page, 
centered on the line, surrounded by hyphens, in boldface (see the footing at bottom 
of this page). 

When the page footing is printed it is always separated from the text by at least 
one blank line. 

To specify that 

SCBIPr BevB 
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command with no text following. 

2.1' ro .... t. rext Co--and 

The FORMAT command specifies that some text 18 to be formatted on the document 
page. The format of the command is: 

.lJLRIIlT <text) 

Where: 

text Indicate the string of characters to be formatted. Any leading 
spaces in the text will be ignored.. The text must be less than 255 
characters in length.. All embedded command characters described in 
the chapter "Special Characters" that apply to HEADING

l 
FOOTING~ and 

CENTER text may be used here, except for the embedded 1 ne feed .. 

A FORMAT command causes a paragraph break before and af~er the cQmmand but 
paragraph spacing is not performed. 

2.15 L1De Gutter Cm-and 

The GUTTER command instructs the Script processor that a character lsto be printed 
in both gutters of each subsequent line printed. A line ~tter is the area to the 
left or right of a line of print. The format of the command is: . 

• JiIlftBI [(char)] 

The <char> specified will be printed in both the inside and outside gutter of all 
subsequent lines until the character is changed to another character or blank .. 
Specifying a blank character turns off· the gutte~ printing. . -

The GUTTER command combines the functions of the IGUTTER and OGUTTER commands. For 
an example of the use of this command see the OASIS System Reference Mariual. All 
paragraphs in that manual relating to the multi-user system are marked by vertical 
bar characters (I) in the gutters. ' 

2. 16 Page BeacliDS Co=-ancl 

The HEADING command informs the Script processor that a page beading exists and 
specifies what it is. The format of the command is: 

• .IlBIDDG <text> 
The HEADING command resets both the LHEADING text and the RHEADING text. 

All of the allowed embedded commands described in the chapter "Special Characters· 
may be used in the text. The maximum length of the resulting text must be less 
than 255 characters. Imbedded tabulation commands (other than the @,) should "not 
be used. 

When the TITLE and CONTENTS commands are used a default HEADING is set to the 
following: 

.HEADING &<title text>@,@,@S@;& 

This specifies that a heading consisting of the title, as specified in the TITLE 
command, is to be printed at the top left hand side· of each page; at the top right. 
hand side the current chapter or appendix number and title is printed in boldface 
(see. the heading at the top of this page). 

When a heading is specified (or the default heading is used) one blank line is used 
to separate the heading from the text on each page. A HEADING command does not 
cause . any page ejects. The command merely establishes the page heading for 
subsequent top-of-page printing. . ". 

To specify that no heading is to be output at the top of each page use the HEADING 
command with no text following. 
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2.17 L1De IDalde Gutter Ccwwnd 

The IGUTTER command operates similar to the GUTTER command discussed previously but 
only effects the inside gutter of a line. The format of the command is: 

• .mofiBi [<char>] 

The inside gutter of a line is defined as the left area of a line on odd numbered 
pages and the right area of a line on even numbered pages. 

2. 18 Parasraph IDdent ec..aDd 

The INDENT command specifies the relative indentation of the first word of each 
paragraph. The f~rmat of the command is: 

• .lI.UIIIT (sigDed. value> 

Indentation is always specified relative to the current LMARGIN value. The Script 
processor sets the INDENT value to zero (no indenting) when it encounters any of 
the following commands: APPENDIX, CHAPTER, SECTION, or LMARGIN. 

The INDENT value affects onlI the first word of a paragraph. The 
paragraph is the sequence of characters that precede the first 
space, following a paragraph break. 

Specifying a value that would cause printing to the left of 
specified in the SIZE command will produce undefined results. 

2.19 Coasole Input eo-a'"' 

first word of a 
occurence of a 

the left margin, 

The INPUT command indicates that a line of text is to be accepted from the console 
input device. The format of the command is: 

.D.PUT [<pra.pt teXt>] 

When the Script processor encounters an INPUT command processing of the current 
text file is suspended. If a prompting message is specified with the INPUT command 
it is - displayed on the console output device. The Script processor then accel)ts 
one line of text from the console input device (unless there is data in an EXEC 
stack - see OASIS EXEC Language Reference Manual). Characters are accepted from 
the console until a carriage return is typed or 128 characters are entered, 
whichever occurs first. The text entered is then treated as if it came from the 
input text file. 

After the data is entered proceSSing of the input file continues. It is not 
advisable to use the INPUT command when a Table of Contents has been specified as 
the console input will be requested on each pass. If the text entered in the 
second pass does not consist of the same number and length of words as entered in 
the first pass then the Table of Contents may not match the document. 

When the input data is coming from an EXEC stack and two pass mode is in effect you 
must remember that the stack should have information in it for both passes. 

2.20 Coaaole Input Variable eo--nd 
The INPVAR command allows you to specify the value of a text variable at run time. 
The format of the command is: 

.lInD DD [(pra.pt text>] 

Where: 

nn Indicates the variable number to be assigned the value entered from 
the console. Variables are numbered from 1 through 99. I 

prompt text Indicates the prompting message to be displayed on the console 
when the operator is asked to enter the new value. 

When the Script processor encounters the INPVAR command processing of the text is 
~uspended; the promot text

l 
if specified, is displayed on the console; the input 

prompt character ":" is d splayed; the operator is allowed to enter up to 128 
characters of text. After the operator has typed the carriage return key or 
entered the 128th character the text input is assigned to the variable number nn 
and processing continues. Future references to that variable number in the text 
will in fact refer to the text that was assigned to the variable. 
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The text that the operator enters may contain any acceptable embedded commands 
and/or references to other variables (refer to the chapter- on "SPECIAL 
CHARACTERS"). 

Refer to the second example in the appendix "SCRIPT EXAMPLES" for an illustraction 
of the usage of this comma~d. 

2.21 Text JuatJ.ftcatl0D C~aDd 

The JUSTIFY command indicates.that lines of text, after filling are to be left and 
right justified by insertion of spaces between words. The NOJUST command indicates 
that lines of text are not to have spaces added tor justification of the line. The 
format of the commands is: . 

• .iUSTIPI 

.GslUST 
When the JUSTIFY command 1sspecified fillmode is set. In this mode an output line 
is filled with whole words (the Script processor does not do hyphenation) from the 
input lines until there is insufficient space for the next word. (This is the 
function of FILL). If the line does not fill the entire line width the required 
number of spaces are distributed randomly between words, throughout the line. The 
preceding paragraph is an example of justified text. 

2.22 ~t Sided Page FooU.ag Co=-and 

The LFOOTING command allows you to specify a page footing for left sided pages. 
This footing may be different from the right sided page footing (RFOOTING). The 
format of tne command is: 

• .L(oarDG [<text>] 

The text of the LFOOTING command, similar to the FOOTING command may use all of 
the allowed embedded command described in the chapter "Special C~aracters"o Any 
underscoring and/or boldfacing specified in the text of this command is separate 
from the underscoring and/or boldfacing in the body of the page. . 

The FOOTING command discussed previously is essentially a combination of the 
LFOOTING command and the RFOOTING command. 

To specify that no footiD$ is to be output at the bottom of. the left· sided pages 
use the LFOOTING command w~th no text following. 

2.23 L1De or Characters Ccweancl 

The LINE command allows you to generate a full line of one character, from current 
left margin to current right margin. The format of the command is: 

.J.lII [<ch~>] 
Where: 

char Is the character to be repeated across the entire line. When this 
character is not specified a line of spaces is generated. 

The LINE command is useful for creating heading separators for tables and lists. 
As an example see the appendixes on "SCRIPT COMMAND SUMMARY" and "SPECIAL CHARACTER 
SUMMARY" at the·back of this manual. The line of equal sign characters at the 
beginning and end of the two appendixes were generated with the LINE command. 

The LINE command privides two advantages: 1) saves space in your text file because 
only seven characters are required to generate a full line of repetitive 
charactersi 2) the length of the line generated is dynamic: adjusting the current 
left and r~ght margin expands or contracts the length of the line. 
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2.2' L1nk1 ug Ses-ented Filea Co--and 

The LINK command indicates to the Script processor that the input text continues in 
another file. The format of the command is: 

• .LDK (rile --> [(rile tlpe)] 

When the Script processor encounters a LINK command any remaining lines of text in 
the current file are ignored. The file, specified by the file name and type is 
searched for on all of the disks. When the file is found "the scripting ,process 
continues, using the new file as input. When the file type is omitted the aefault 
file type is used. The default file type is the type used by the SCRIPT command 
for the first file scripted. 

2.25 Left Ifargln Cc-eand 

The LMARGIN command specifies a new left margin to be used for following lines of 
the document. The format of the command is: 

• .Ll(IIGD (Yalue> 

The value specified may be an absolute column number (unsigned value) or a column 
relative to tlie current left margin '(signed value). Column numbers are always 
relative to the document left margin established by the SIZE command. 

I 

If a left margin is specifi-ed that is to the left of the document left margin 
undefined results may be produced. 

Setting the left .argin with this command causes the INDENT value to be reset to 
zero. 

2.26 Le~t Sided Pase Beacl1Dg CcweaM 

The LHEADING command allows you to specify a page heading for left sided pages. 
This heading may be different from the right sided page heading (RHEADING). The 
format of tlie command is: 

• .LIlB1nDG [<text>] 

The text of the LHEADING command, similar to the HEADING command, may use all of 
the allowed embedded commands described in the chapter "Special Characters". Any 
underscoring and/or boldfacing specified in the text of this command is separate 
from the underscoring and/or boldfacing in the body of the page. 

The HEADING command discussed previously is essentially a combination of the 
LHEADING command and the RHEADING command. 

To specify that no heading is to be output at the bottom of the left sided pages 
use the LHEADING command with no text following. 

2.21 LiDe OUtaide Gutter Coeeand 

The OGUTTER command operates similar to the GUTTER command discussed previously but 
only effects the outside gutter of a line. The format of the command is: 

• .oJlO't'tU [<char>] 

The outside gutter of a line is defined as the right area of a line on odd numbered 
pages and the left area of a line ,on even numbered pages. 

2.28 CoDditioDal Pase Bject eo--and 
The PAGE command specifies to the Script proces~or that a page eject is to be 
performed in the document if there is less than a specific number of lines 
available on the current page. The format of the command is: 

• .lAGB <value> 

The value specified indicates the number of lines that must be available on the 
current page for no page eject to occur. This value does not have any relation to 
the number of input lines that must fit on the current page. 
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2.29 Paragraph Spac1Dg Co-eancl 

The PARASKIP command specffies the number of lines that are to separate each 
paragraph of the document. The format of the c~mmand is: 

.P"ASKIP (value) 

When a paragraph break occurs the value specified-is multiplied by the current line 
spacing count (see SPACE command) and- the resultant number of blank lines are 
generated to se~arate the paragraph in the output documente 

When the Script processor 1s first invoked the value of PARASKIP is one. To 
indicate that no spacing is to be performed between paragraphs specify a PARASKIP 
value of o. 
2.30 Paragraph Break eo--ncI 

A blank or empty input line of text indicates to the Script processor that a 
-paragraph break is to be performed. This is only valid while fillmode is set .. 
(When nofillmode is set the Script processor does not recognize paragraphs.) 

When a paragraph break occu-rs the current paragraph is finished by outputting- any 
words left over from the previous line with no tilling or justification performed. 
(If no words are left over then nothing special is performed at this time.) , 

The current PARASKIP value is multiplied by the current SPACE value and the 
resultant number of blank lines are output to the document. 

The following commands perform an implied paragraph break: 

APPENDIX (after the appendix name is output) 
CENTER (before and after the centered text is output) 
CHAPTER (after the chapter name is output) 
SECTION (before and after printing section heading) 

Certain Script commands cause" the current paragraph to be terminated without 
causing a paragraph break or paragraph spacing.. Terminating the current paragraph 
means that any words left over from the last line output are to be output now 
without any attempt to fill or justify the text. (Refer'to the BREAK command.) 

2.31 Pause Coerand 

The PAUSE command specifies that the Script processor is to wait for a carriage 
, return to be .entered on the console input device before processing 1s continued. 
The format of the command is: 

• .uD.SZ [(p ... pt text)] 

When the Script processor encounters a PAUSE command any prompt message specified 
1s displayed on the console, the bell is sounded, and all processing is suspended 
until a carriage return is entered on the console. This command would normally be 
used near the beginning of the document to allow an operator a chance to make final 
forms alignment changes, etc. 

2.32 Poa1U.OD to L1De .. bel- Cc--ancl 

The POSITION command allows you to specify the line number to advance to on the 
current page. The format of the command is: 

Where: 

value 

.~ITIOR (yalue) 

Indicates the line number' to be positioned to. This value must be within 
the range of 1 through the page size minus ani footing lines (you cannot 

'position past the start of the footing)~ Va ues outside of this range 
will cause a command error. 

When the POSITION command is encountered and the value specified is greater than 
the current line number being printed blank lines will be forced out until the 
current line number equals the line number specified. If the line number specified 
is less than or equal to the current line number then the command is ignored. 
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2.33 Pret'ace C~ancl 

The PREFACE command specifies the beginning of the document preface text. The 
format of the command is: 

• .lBBFACB 

When the PREFACE command· is used it must be after a TITLE command and before any 
CONTENTS or CHAPTER commands. The PREFACE command indicates to the Script 
processor that all lines of text and commands following, up to the first occurrence 
of a CONTENTS or CHAPTER command are to be treated as a document preface. 

A document preface has a default HEADING of the word"P REF ACE" centered at 
the top of the page and a default FOOTING of a centered lower case- Roman numeral 
page number, both in boldface. . ' 

2.3' Bead Var:l.able eo--nc1 
The READ command allows you to access an external file, read a record from that 
file, assigning the fields from the record to internal variables. The format of 
the command is: 

.~ DD[,DD] ••• 
Where: 

nn Indicates the variable numbers that the fields are to be assigned to. 
Variables are number from 1 through 99. This command allows you to 
specify variable number zero (0) but it is used as a place-holder 
only--lgnore field. 

Before you can SCRIPT a text file that uses the READ c9mmand YOU must first assign 
I/O channel 3 to the file to be used (see "ASSIGN "COMMANDlt in the OASIS System 
Reference Manual). !be tile aust be aD ASCII sequential tor.at tile. 

The field separator in this file is the comma character (,). If a field is to 
contain the comma character the entire' field must be enclosed in quotation marks. 

A standard usage for this command is in a text file that generates letters and 
needs the name and address information from a name and address system. 

When the READ command is used in a text file the SCRIPT processor will repeat the 
output of the text reading a new record each time until the end of the external 
file is encountered, at wfiich time SCRIPT will abort. For this reason the READ 
command(s) should be one of the first commands in a Script file, before any text 
records. 

For an example of this READ command refer to the second example in the appendix on 
"SCRIPT EXAMPLES" at the back of this manual. ' 

2.35 Be.ark Co--and 

The REMARK command allows you to add remarks to the text file. The format of the 
command is: 

• .IIJI!AB [(text)] 

Remarks might be use~ to denote places to be updated at a later time or comments 
explaining what or why certain commands were used, etc. 

2.36 Right Sided Page FootiDg ec..and 

The RFOOTING command allows you to specify a page footing for right Sided pages. 
This footing may be different from the left sided page footing (LHEADING). The 
format of the command is: 

.J[OOTIIIG [(text)] 

The text of the RFOOTING command, similar to the FOOTING command, may use all of 
the allowed embedded commands described in the chapter "Special Characters". Any 
underscoring and/or . boldfacing specified in the text of this command is separate 
from the underscoring and/or boldfacing in the body of the page. 

The FOOTING command discussed previously is essentially a combination of the 
LFOOTING command and the RFOOTING command. 
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To specifl" that no footing is to be output at the bottom of the right si-ded pages 
use the RFOOTING command with no text following. 

2.31. B1gbt Sided Pas- Bead1D8 Ca-aJMI 

The RHEADING command allows you to specify a page footing for right sided pages. 
This tooti~ may be different from the left sided page tooting (LHEADING). The 
format ot the command is: 

• .BBBADDG [<text>] 

The text of the RHEADING command, similar to the HEADING command may use all of 
the allowed embedded commands described in the chapter "Special C~aractersn. Any 
underscoring and/or boldfaci~ specified in the text of this command 1s separate 
from the underscoring and/or boldfacing in the body of the page. 

The HEADING command discussed previously 1s essentially a combination of the 
LHEADING command and the RHEADING command. 

TQ specify that no footing is to be output at the bottom of the right sided pages 
use the RHEADING command with no text following. 

21938 JU.sb.t Ifars1n CO"'awt 

The RMARGIN command specifies a new right margin to be used for following lines 
output to the document. The format of the command is: 

• .IIIIRGB (value) 

The value specified may indicate an absolute column of the document (unsigned 
value) or a column relative to the current. right margin (signed value). Absolute 
column references are alwals relative to the document left margin established by 
the SIZE command. It is advised that only the relative right margins be specifieCi 
as this allows the format of the document to be changed by only changing the SIZE 
command. 

Specifying a right margin that is to the left of the current left margin will 
produce undefined results. 

2.39 Sect~OD CQeeand 

The SECTION command specifies the beginning of a subsection within a CHAPTER or . 
APPENDIX. The format of the command is: 

Where: 

level 

• .acue. (leyel) (title) 

Indicates the subsection level being started. A CHAPTER or APPENDIX 
may have up to four sub-levels of SECTIONs. The level of a SECTION 
is indicated by the number of periods used in the level field of the 
SECTION commano. This is best illustrated with examples. It the 

- current chapter number· 1s 4 then the following level specifications 
in SECTION commands will have the indicated effect. 

Level ------------
• + 
• .+ 
• .+ 
• .+ 
..... + 
• .+ 
.+ 
... + 
5.1.9 
+ 

Effect 
===================== Begin Section 4.1 . 
Begin Section 4.1 .. 1 
Begin Section 4.1.2 
Begin Section 4.1.3 
Begin Section 4.1.3.1 
Begin Section 4 .. 1 .. 4 
Begin Section·4 .. 2 
Begin Section 4.2 .. 1 
Begin Section 4.2.2 (only periods are checked) 
Begin new Chapter 5 (equivalent to CHAPTER command) 

As can be seen the specification of a level resets all lower levelS 
to zero. It is not necessary to use the plus Sign

l 
any character or 

,characters other than a period or space would ndicate the same .. 
However, it is advised that you not try to specify the actual level 
of the section because any additions or deletions to the text may 
change the level number, thus making the maintenance of the text 
tedius. 
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Indicates the title of the sub-section. Imbedded casemode commands 
may be used. 

When the SECTION command is encountered the section number, title, and page number 
that the section starts on is saved in a temporary file for inclusion in the Table 
of Contents. (Occurs on pass one only.) 

A SECTION command causes an implied PAGE 4 command to be executed. 

When a letter quality printer is used for the Script output section heading are 
always printed in boldface. 

In addition the following events occur: 

1. Paragraph break - finish current paragraph, perform any paragraph 
spacing. 

2. Reset left and right margins to document left and right margin. 
Reset indent value to zero. 

3. Output new section level on left side of document, followed by 
section title. 

4. Paragraph break - perform any paragraph spacing. 

2.'0 Set eo--and Character ca--and 

The SETCOMM command allows you to change the command character from the default 
period to any character you wish. The format of the command is: 

.~(IM [<char>] 

Where: 

char Indicates the character that will subsequently be used as the first 
character of a command record. Specifying no character on this 
command indicates that the command character is to revert to the 
default. 

The SETcOMM command should only be used when it is necessary for text records to 
start with the period character. Keep in mind that all commands following the 
SETCOMM command must start with the character specified, even the SETCOMM command 
that set the command character back to the default. For example: 

.LM 10 
.SETCOMM : . 
••• The preceding is an elipsis • 
••• And so is this 
: NOFILL 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
• I I" I $i & ' ( ) • 
:SETCOMM 
.. FILL 

2.'1 Page Kumber Set Co--and 

The SETPAGE command allows you to specify the page number to be used for the 
current page of output. The format of the command is: 

• .3.IllAGE DB 

Where: 

nn Indicates the value that the page number is to be set to. 

This command is very useful for printing updates to existing documentation text or 
manuals. Since the updated manual may have different page numbers than the 
existing version it . is necessary to set the page number of the pages that will be 
printed as replacment pages. 

When the updated version does not have different page numbers it is generally best 
to use the from-to option of the SCRIPT command instead of this command. 
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2.112 Set AJ..terDate. Space Character C< and 

The SETSPACE oommand allows you to speoify that a 
printed as a spaoe. The format of the command is: 

oertain character is to be 

• .BmPJ.CB [<cbar>]" 

Where: 

char Is the oharacter to be translated into a spaoe character., When no 
charaoter is speoified on this command then there will be no 
alternate space character set. 

This command 1s sometimes needed to print a spaoe that is not to be treated as a 
word or sentence delimiter. Since the SCRIPT processor- always treats the sequence 
of characters <per1od><space> as a sentence delimiter and since the SCRIPT 
processor always separates sentences with two spaces, it is useful to have a 
character that is not a <space> but is printed as such. For example! to print the 
name C., P. Williams without a double space after each of the period i~ is neoessary 
to use the SETSPACE oommand. Remember to set the space character off when it is no 
longer needed or else there will be no way to print the oharacter without it being 
translated -to be a space.-

2.'3 Set Variable Co==and 
The SETVAR command allows you to specify the value of a variable" to be used later 
in the text file. The format of the command is: 

.anAl DB [<text> 1 
Where:' 

nn Indicates the number of the variable to be set. This number must be 
between 1 and 99, inclusive. 

text Indioates the value that the variable is to be set to. When no text 
is specified the variable will be set to the null or empty string of 
charaoters., 

2." DocuaeDt Size C--ancl 

The" SIZE command specifies to the Script prooessor the dooument page size. The 
format of the command is: 

.~B [<~][,[<r..>][,[<top>][,[<bot>]]]] 

Where: 

1m Indicates the left margin column number (absolute). 

rm Indicates the right margin oolumn number (absolute) II 

top Indioates the top line of the document. 

bot Indicates the bottom line of the document. 

The SIZE command, when used, must be the first line of the text file specified in 
the SCRIPT command. If the SIZE command is speoified in any other position of the 
input text file an error message is displayed on the oonsole and the SCRIPT program 
is exited. 

It the SIZE oommand is not specified then the <1m> parameter is set to 1, the <top) 
parameter is set to 1, the <rm> parameter is set to the I1nesize of the device 
speoified in the attaohment of that device, the <bot> parameter is set to the 
pagesize of the device specified in the attaonment of that device. 

Omitting any of the parameters indicates that the default value for that parameter 
is to De used. When a parameter is omitted but a following parameter 1s specified 
the oommas must be used to indicate the position of the parameter. For example: 

.SIZE 5,30 Default top and bottom 

.SIZE l,3,10 Default left and right 

.SIZE Q",13 Default right and top 

The values set with the SIZE oommand are those used tor the entire documente Any 
use of the LMARGIN or RMARGIN commands are always relative to the values 
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established by this command. 

2.'5 L1De SkiPP!1I8 Cc ad 

The SKIP command specifies to the Script processor that blank lines are to be 
output to the document. The format of the command is: 

• .KIP (ftlue) 

The value specified 1s' the number of blank lines to be gererated as output to the 
document. This is the only means of outputting blank lines other than normal line 
and paragraph spacipg, while FILLmode is set. (When NOFILLmode is set input lines 
are output directly.) / ' 

The SKIP command does cause a apargraph break ~ut paragraph spacing 1s not 
performed. 

If a SKIP command causes a page eject to be output to the document any remaining 
lines to be skipped are· suppressed after the page eject is output. 
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The OASIS Script processor uses the commands discussed in the previous chapter to 
format the output document. Additionally certain characters are used to perform 
formatting within a line of text. There are three groups of these special 
characters: embedded commands available only in HEADING, FOOTING l and CENTER text" 
embedded commands not available in HEADING,_ FOOTING, ana CENTER ~ext, and embedded 
commands available in all text. 

An effort has been made to use characters that do not normally occur in the text of 
a documento However, if· you do have need of usigg the characters as printing 
characters then use the Script escape character (@) before each'occurence of a 
special character. When a Script escape character is encountered by the Script 
processor it indicates that the character following is to have a different meaning. 
For example, to cause the output of the Scr1ptescape character IOU must ,use two 
escape characters: @@. To output a tilde character you woula. use an escape 
followed by the tilde: @-o ' 

If your console terminal is incapable of generating one or more of these .special 
characters refer to the SPECIAL command in the previous chapter. 

3.1 Bllbedded ec--ancla Ava:Uable in BeadiDg, Poot1.Dg, ancl Center 

The following character sequences have a reserved meaning only when encountered in 
the text specified with a HEADING, LHEADING, RHEADING, . FOOTING, LFOOTING, RFOOTING, 
or CENTER commands. 

Tabulation (I,) 

Tabulation in a HEADING or FOOTING has a different meaning than in the body of the 
document. In a HEADING or FOOTING there are two "tab" positions available. These 
"tab" positions are actually formatting positions: centered and right justified. 
The character sequence that indicates tabulation in a HEADING or FOOTING is @, 
(escape, comma). When the Script processor encounters the first occurence of the 
tabulation sequence it indicates that the characters following are to be centered 
on the line. An example of this is the page number at the bottom of this page. 
When the Script processor -encounters the second occurence of the tabulation 
sequence it indicates that the characters following are to be right justified on 
the line. An example of this is the chapter name at the top right hand portion of 
the odd numbered pages in this manual. 
Rev Line_ (I;) 

If the HEADING or FOOTING text is to specify a multiple line heading or footi~ the 
line feed character or the character sequence @; is used. When the Script 
processor encounters this character or characters the heading or footing line count 
is incremented by one and the characters following are left justified on the next 
line. 

3.2 EIIbecldecl ec-,nda DOt Available in BeadiD8, PootJ.Da, and Center Text 

The follOWing_two embedded commands may be used in all text execpt in the HEADING, 
LHEADING, RHEADING, FOOTING, LFOOTING, RFOOTING, and CENTER commands. . 

Tab to Tabatop POSition (S) 

Toindicate that the next character is to be output at the next POSition 
established by the TABSET command the percent character (%) is used. Optionally 
you may use the control character: CTRL/Ij however

l 
this is not advised because the 

Editor displays the CTRL/I as spaces ~except n modify mode) possibly causing 
confusion. If the output column pOinter is past all of the positions established 
by the TABSET command or if there are no positions established the percent 
character is translated into a single space character c 

Tab to Col ..... Raber (-) 

To indicate that the next character is to be output at a specific column number the 
tilde character (-) is used, followed by the number of the column. If the output 
column pointer is past the column specified then this command is ignored. For 
example: -15 will position to column 15 (relative to the left margin of the SIZE 
command) • 

3.3 EIIbeclded C.-enda Al1l8.7a AYailable 

The following characters and character sequences are available in all text, 
including the text of a HEADING, FOOTING, or CENTER command. 
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The first four of these embedded command characters relate to the c.asemode. of 
characters output. These commands are ineffectual if the global UPPER option was 
specified in the CSI SCRIPT command. _Additionally these commands are ineffectual 
in the body of the document if the casemode is Mixed. Their purpose is to 
facilitate the casemode specification for console devices that only have upper case 
character sets. Using these commands on that type of a console graphically 
displays the casemode of the text. 

Capitalize Rext Charaoter (A) 

To indicate that the next character is to be capitalized the up-arrow character (A) 
is used. 
Sh1R to Upper Case (AA) 

To indicate that the characters following are to be folded to upper case a double 
up-arrow character sequence is used (AA). 

Rut Charaoter Lover Case (\) 

To indicate that the next character is to be translated to lower case the backslash 
character (\) is used. 

ShUt to Lover Case (\ \) 

To indicate that the characters following are to be translated to lower case, a 
double backslash character sequence is used: (\\). 

Current Date (@D) 

To include the system date as part of the text·the character sequence @D is used. 
This would be used for including the print date as part of the document.· When 
encountered by the Script processor the current system date is converted to 
normalized format (mm/dd/yy) and replaces the special characters in the text. The 
date always requires eight positions of space. 

Current Pase IIUllber (IP) 

To include the current page number as part of the text the character sequence @P is 
used. When the Script processor encounters this character seguence the current 
page number replaces these characters. No leading or trailing olanks are included 
but any leading zeroes of the page number are suppressed. 

When a reference is made to the current page number outside of the commands: 
HEADING, LHEADING, RHEADING, FOOTING, LFOOTING, RFOOTING, the current page number 
is put into the text \ but this current page number may not be the actual current 
page number. This situation will only arise if the line containing the reference 
to the page number does not fit on the page and a page eject must be performed. 

Curreat Chapter 11_ (IS) 

To include the current chapter or appendix name in the text the character sequence 
@S is used. When the Script processor encounters this character sequence the 
characters are replaced by the following: the word "CHAPTER" (or "APPENDIX a), the 
current chapter number (or appendix letter), a colon, the chapter (or appendix) 
title. 

Current s,at- TDe (IT) 

To include the current system time in the text the character sequence @T is used. 
When the Script processor encounters this sequence the current system time is 
converted to normalized format and the seconds portion is removed (hh:mm). The 
resulting five characters replaces the special character sequence. 

UDdencore (.J 
To indicate that the characters following are to be underscored the underscore 
character is used (-->. The first occurrence of the underscore character indicates 
the beginning of the characters to be underscored and the second occurrence of the 
underscore character indicates the end of the characters to be underscored. If the 
output device is not a letter quality printer (capable ofo phy~ical backspacing) 
then this command 1s ignored. Refer to the chapter "ATTACH COMMANDR in the OASIS 
SYstem Reference Manual for the class codes of known letter quality printers. 
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BoIMaoe CA) 

To indicate that the characters following are to be boldfaced the ampersand 
character (&) is used. The first ocurrence of the ampersand character indicates 
the gebinni~ of the characters to be boldfaced and the second occurrence of the 
ampersand character indicates the end of the characters to be boldfaced. 
This command 1s ignored if the output device is not a letter quality printer 
(capable of ohysical backspacing and software settable pitch control). Refer to 
the chapter ~ATTACH COMMAND" in the OASIS System Reference Manual for the class 
codes of known letter quality printerse 

Yar.1ablu (b) 

To indicate that the current value of a variable" 1s to be placed in the text th$ 
character sequence @n 1s used where the n 1s the number of the variable to be used. 
Variables are numbered from 1 through 99. Variables are defined by one or more of 
the commands: INPVAR, SETVAR, and REID. 
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The following example Script file is an exact copy of the first two segments used 
to generate this manual, up through Chapter 1. It illustrates many of the Script 
commands and, by referencing the first pages of this manual, the output generated 
by the commands and text. . 

.SIZE 6,88,1,80 

.CPI 12 

.TITLE SCRIPT REFERENCE MANUAL 

.SETVAR 97 SCRIPT 
• SETV AR 98 Rev B 
.REMARK Variable 97 is the manual 
.REMARK Variable 98 is the manual 
.POSITION 16 
.CENTER &OASIS& 
.SKIP 2 
.CENTER &SCRIPT Processor& 
.CENTER &Reference Manual& 
.POSITION 28 
.CENTER &Second Edition& 
.CENTER &Revised& 
.COPY AUTHORS. COpy 
• EJECT 
• NOFILL 
Second edition, First printing: 

Revision A: 
- Revision B: 

• FILL 
.COPY PROPRIET.NOTICE 

name (add space at end when revised) 
revision number 

March, 1980 
January!. 1981 
July, 1 ~81 

• PREFACE 
This document is a reference manual for the OASIS SCRIPT word processirig 
language. Prior knowledge in the use of the OASIS EDIT program and the EXEC 
processor is assumed • 
• COPY STANDARD. PREFACE 
.SKIP 6 
.CENTER &Related Documentation& 
The followigg publication provides additional information required in the use 
of the OASIS SCRIPT language: 

.CENTER &OASIS System Reference Manual& 

.CENTER &OASIS Text Editor Reference Manual& 

.CENTER &OASIS EXEC Language Reference Manual& 
• CONTENTS 
.LHEAD &SCRIPT, REFERENCE MANUAL& 
• RHEAD @ @, &@S& 
.SETVAR 60 " 
.COPY INtRO.SCRIPT 
.COPY COMMANDS. SCRIPT 
.COPY COMMAND2.SCRIPT 
.COPY COMMAND3.SCRIPT 
.COPY COMMAND4.SCRIPT 
.COpy COMMAND5.SCRIPT 
.COpy EMBEDDED. SCRIPT 
.COpy EXAMPLE. SCRIPT 
.COpy COPYEX1.SCRIPT 
.COpy EX2.SCRIPT 
.COPY SUMMARY. SCRIPT 
• END 
.CHAPTER + INTRODUCTION 
.RFOOT &@97@98@1- @P -@t@99& " 
.LFOOT &@99@,-"eP -@,@9 @98& 
The OASIS Script processor isa powerful documentation processing system. The 
processor was not deSigned for general word processing applications but was 
designed for documentation and manual generation. (All of the OASIS 
documentation is generated and maintained via this Script processor.) However 
the Script processor can be used for many word processing applications. 

The general features of the processor include provisions for creating and 
maintaining: page headings, page footings, line filled and right justified 
text t title pages, paragraph indentation, variable left and right margins, 
cond1tional page ejection, variable line and paragraph spacing, text inpu~ 
from console wftile proceSSing, access to system date and time! Table of 
Contents, columnar tabulation, underscored and/or boldface pr nting, 
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left/right page alignment 1 interface to external data file, etc • 
• SECT .+ Creating A Scrip~ Text File 
To create text and commands for the Script program to process you must create 
a file. This tile can be created by various OASIS system programs or language 
processors: BASI2..1 MACRO, EDITL TEXTEDIT, etc. Generally the easiest method 
is by using the ~IT program. rhe file created must be sequential in format. 

The Script file mal have any non-reserved file name and type and may reside 
on any disk drive {or multiple disk drives if the file is segmented}. 

Script files contain re"cords, each record containing text or a Script command .. 
A Script command record must start with the period oharacter (.) and may only 
consist of the command word and parameters required by that command (do not 
mix text with the command record unless specified by a parameter of the 
command). Script commands are discussed in detail in the following chapter. 
Script text may not contain any Script commands but may contain embedded 
command characters. Script command characters are discussed in detail in the 
chapter "Special Characters". 

Script text files may be segmented into several files and linked together for 
Script processing by using the Script LINK command. 

"Boiler-plate" type documents (a document formed by piecing together sections 
of several documents) may be generated by using the COpy command • 
• PAGE 8 
.SECT .+ Invoking the Script Processor 
After a Script file is created you must use the CSI SCRIPT command to process 
the flle and generate the output document. The format of the SCRIPT command 1s: 
.CENTER &_SC~IPT <file-name) [<file-type)] [(option ••• [)]]& 
Where: 

.LM 10 

.HM -5 

.IND -9 
file-name Indicates the file name of the file to be processed. 

file-type Indicates the file type. This field is optional and, when not 
specified, the file tfpe of "SCRIPT" is used. The file type used for the first 
file is tne default f11e type for all subsequent LINK commands • 

• LM 1 
.HM +5 
.PAGE 6 
&SCRIPT Options& 

The options available in the SCRIPT command include the following: 

.LM 10 

.RM -5 

.IND -9 

.SETSPACE I 
_T_YPE Indicates that the document generated is to be output to the console 
output device. This is a default option. 

_W_AIT Indicates that after a full page of text is printed the SCRIPT program 
is to pause, allowing the operator to insert a new page in the printer, etc. 
This option has no effect when the option FILE is used. 

_W_ORK=<fd> Indicates that the disk to be used for" working storage is the disk 
currently mounted in the drive <fd). When this option is not specified the 
system "sa disk will be used. 

_P_RINT[n] Indicates that the document generated is to be output to the 
primary printer or PRINTERn. 

_CPI_lnn Indicates that the printer has been set to nn characters per inch. 
This option is only necessary for letter quality printers. The default setting 
for CPI is 10. " 

_R_EPEATlnn Indicates that the report is to be produced nn times. This option 
should not be used when an external data tile is used in the text output. The 
default REPEAT count is 1. 

_F_ILE Indicates that the document generated is to be output to the file 
ASSIGNed to channel 2. (See "ASSIGN COMMAND" chapter in the _OASIS System 
Reference Manual_.) To insure the proper document size and page numbering you 
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should specify all of the document parameters with the SIZE command. 

U_PPER Indicates that all alphabetic characters output to the document are to 
De translated to their upper case equivalents. This option is normally used 
only when the output device does not have a lower case character set and is 
not capable of performing the translation itself. 

nnl[nn] Indicates the from and to range of the printout. The first number 
indicates the page number of the first page to be printed, the second number 
indicates the page number of the last page to be printed. When this option is 
not used the entire report will be printed.. 

.SETSPACE 

.LM 1 

.RM +5 

.PAGE 11 
When the Script processor is first invoked the following 
values are initialized: 

.LM 25 

.IND -14 

.,RM -5 

.,PARA 0 
Cassmode Mixed (M) 

Fillmode On 

Justify On 

Paraskip 1 

Spacing 1 

Size 1,80,1,60 (Reset to device parameters if option FILE not specified) 

Page 1 
.PARA 1 
.LM 1 
.RM +5 

As noted above, when the output from the Script ~rocessor is to go to a disk 
file, the file to be used must be previously ass1gned (see, "ASSIGN COMMAND" in 
the _OASIS System Reference Manual_) to channel 2. 

If the text to be processed contains one or more READ commands the data file 
to be used must be previously assigned to channel 3. 
The OASIS Script processor is a virtual processing language. This means that 

. the Script processor can process a text file that requires more space than is a 
vailable in the main memory. The Script processor uses the random access mass 
storage memory (disk) as an extension of it memory. 

The OASIS Script processor is also an optional two pass processor. When two 
pass processing is specified (see TITLE and CONTENTS commands in following 
chapter) the Script processor reads and processes the entire text file in the 
first pass without creating an'output document but creating a temporary work 
file containing the information necessary to create a Table of Contents. 
During the second pass the text file is reprocessed and the Table of Contents 
is included, when specified. 

When the output is directed to a printer or a disk file (options PRINT or 
FILE) the. Script processor will display on the screen the page number being 
processed and any LINK commands encountered. This facilitates your monitoring 
the progress of the text generation • 
• SECT .+ Using "Letter Quality" Printers 
Some of the features provided by the Script processor are available only when 
the output device is a letter quality printer. A letter ~uality printer is a 
printer that is capable of character backspace and 1/120 horizontal motion 
control. These features are used to produce boldface print and underscoring. 

This version of the SCRIPT command has the ability to recognize four different 
letter quality printer types. These four printers are defined belOW. To inform 
SCRIPT which printer is currently being used the terminal class code option 
must be used when the printer is attached. (See "ATTACH Command" in the OASIS 
System Reference Manual_.) -
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Qume Sprint 5: Specify C16 when the printer is attached. 

Diable/Xerox printers: Specify C17 when the printer 113 attached .• This class 
code will allow SCRIPT to interface to the following printer models: 630, 1610, 
1620, and 1650. If the model 1650 is used you must use the printer's 
keyboard to set top and bottom margins. 

DTC 302: Specify C18 when the printer 113 attached. 

Nippon Electric Corporatio~ (NEC): SpecifyC19 when the printer is attached. 
This class code will allow SCRIPT to interface to the following printer models: 
5510, 5520, and 5530. 
When the printer is attached using one of the class code numbers above the 
message "File SYSTEM.CLASSnn not found" will be displayed. This is not an 
error messagel SCRIPT does not use the class code driver like a console might, 
it only uses the class code number to determine the proper coding to be used 
during output • 
• END 
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A.2 baaple 2: Fora Letter 

.SIZE 5L72,6,60 . 
• PAUSE ~lease align forms so top-of-form is at physical top-of-form • 
• NOFILL 
.LM 44 
Phase One Systems Inc. 
7700 Edgewater DrIve 1830 
Oakland, CA 94621 

.INPUT Please enter today's date: month name day, year: 

.LM 1 
o READ 1.,2,3, 4 
@1 
@2 
@3 
• FILL 
Dear @4: 

Phase One Systems appreciates your inquiry regarding the OASIS 
operating system. -

The OASIS operating system is a complete, sophisticated system 
for the development and operation of integrated application 
systems on a Z80-based microcomputer system. OASIS has been 
implemented on several different hardware configurations 
including Micropolis mini-diSk

l 
Shugart si~le and double 

density disk, Shugart double s ded disk and hard disk 
systems. Phase One Systems is in the process of 
converting OASI~ for many other hardware configurations. 

OASIS includes an integrated file management system to 
manipulate sequential; direct, and indexed access disk files. 
Several types of disk drives can be accessed by OASIS 
including Shugart, PerSci, Micropolis, CalComp, and Pertec (hard disk) 
drives. . 

The basic OASIS operating system is a DOS system including 
ut1~1ty programs to initialize disks, create, list, erase, copy, 
an~ move files, a file editor, and v·arious device drivers. 

Available with OASIS is a BASIC interpreter, a 
macro assembler, a relocatable linkage editor for assembly 
programs, a tex~ processor, an interactive debugger, and 
communications programs. 

etc. etc. etc • 

• LM 44 
• NOFILL 
Sincerely, 

Howard J. Sidor sky 
President 
.LM 1 

Enclosures (3) 

cpw:HJS 
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The following page is a listing of the output generated by the previous example 
(assuming only one record in the external file) along with the console display: 

)ASSIGN 3 NAMES FILE A 

)SCRIPT EXAMPLE2 (PRINT 

Please align forms so top-of-form is at physical top-of-form. 
Please enter today's date: month-name days year: March 24, 1980 
) 
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Oakland, CA 94625 

Dear Sir: 
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Phase One Systems, Inc. 
7700 Edgewater Drive #830 
Oakland, CA 94621 

March 24, 1980 

Phase One Systems appreciates your inquiry regarding the OASIS 
operating system. 

The OASIS operating system is a complete, sophisticated system for 
the development and operation of integrated application systems on a 
Z80-based microcomputer system. OASIS has been implemented on~ 
several different hardware configurations including Micropolis 
mini-disk, Shugart single and douole density disk, Shugart double 
sided disK and hard disk sIstems. Phase One Sys~ems is in the 
process of converting OASIS for many other hardware systems. 

OASIS includes an integrated file management system to manipulate 
sequential, direct, and indexed access disk files. Several typesot 
disk drives can De accessed by OASIS including Shugart, PerSci, 
Hicropolis, and Pertec (hard. disk) drives. 

The basic OASIS operating system is a DOS system including utility 
programs to initialize disks, create, list, erase, copy, and move 
files, a file editor, and various device drivers. 

Optionally available with OASIS is- a BASIC interpreter, a macro 
assembler, a relocatable linkage editor tor assembly programs, a 
text processor, an interactive debugger, and communications 
programs. 

etc. etc. etc. 

Enclosures (3) 

cpw:HJS 
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Sincerely, 

Howard J. Sidorsky 
President 
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Command Function 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------:iLiGN-(iiL)-E(text)j------Pertorm-condItIonai-page-aiIgnment:---------------------
.APPENDIX <level> <title> Begin new appendix • 
• BREAK Perform text break • 
• CASE UILIM Set casemode • 
• CENTER <text> Center text • 
• CHAPTER <level> <title> Begin new· chapter-• 
• CONTENTS Insert Table of Contents • 
• COPY <file name> Switch processing to alternate file • 
• CPI <value> Set character per inch value • 
• END Logical end of report • 
• EJECT Begin new page • 
• FILL Set fillmode on • 
• FOOTING <text> Establish page footing • 
• FORMAT <text> Format text • 
• GUTTER <char> Print in line gutters • 
• HEADING <text> Establish page heading • 
• IGUTTER <char> Print in inside line gutter • 
• INDENT [+!-]<value> Set paragraph indent value • 
• INPUT [<prompt text>] Accept text from console • 
• INPVAR nn [<prompt text>] Accept variable from console • 
• JUSTIFY Set Justify mode on • 
• LFOOTING <text> Esta6lish left page footing • 
• LHEADING <text> Establish left page heading • 
• LINE <char> Generate full line of one character • 
• LINK <file name> Continue processing in another file • 
• LMARGIN [+I-]<value> Set left margin • 
• NOFILL ' Set fillmode off • 
• NOJUST Set justify mode off • 
• OGUTTER <char> Print in outside line gutter • 
• PAGE <value> Conditional page eject • 
• PARASKIP <value> Set paragraph spacing value • 
• PAUSE [<prompt text>] Wait for operator • 
• POSITION <value> Position to line number • 
• PREFACE Begin preface pages • 
• READ nn[,nn]... Read varia~les from external file • 
• REMARK [<text>] 
.RFOOTING <text> Establish right page footing • 
• RHEADING <text> Establish right page heading • 
• RMARGIN [+I-]<value> Set right margin. 
-.SECTION <level> <title> Begin sub-section • 
• SETCOMM [<char>] Change/restore command start character • 
• SETPAGE nn Change current page number • 
• SETSPACE [<char>] Change/restore alternate space character • 
• SETVAR nn [<text>] Change value of variable • 
• SIZE [<lm>][,[<rm>][,[<toP>][,l<bot>]]]] Set document size • 
• SKIP <value> Output blank lines • 
• SPACE <value> Set line spacing value • 
• SPECIAL <characters> Change special character assigments • 
• TABSET [n1 [n2] ••• ] Set tabstop positions • 
• TITLE <text> Set document title • 
• TYPE [<text>] Display message on console. 
=================================================================================== 
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Character Function 
--~----~----------------------------------------------~~~~----~~~------~---------~~ ---------~---------------------------------------------~-------~-------~---~~------

@D 
@P 
@S 
@T 
@, 
t; 

\ 
\\ 

~TRL/I -. 
@ 

'( 
@1 
@16 

• 

Current system date 
Current p~e number . 
Current chapter or appendix name 
Current system time 
Center or right justify (only in HEADING, FOOTING) 
New line (only in HEADING, FOOTING) 
Capitalize next character 
SwItch to upper case mode 
Next character lower case 
Switch to lower case mode 
Tab to tabstop position 
Tab to tabstop position 
Tab to absolute column number 
Next character not treated as special character 
Toggle underscore switch 
Toggle boldface switch 
Current value of variable one. 
Current value of variable sixteen • 

@99 Current value of variable ninety-nine. 

=================================================================================== 
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